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A Tribute to Bruce Dahmen
Bruce Dahmen is JMM.
He was a leader, a friend,
a teacher, a coach, a
man of true compassion
who cared deeply about
people, a pillar of the
community, and the heart
and soul of Memorial.
There is no single thing
that you can say about
Bruce that would complete the picture of what he meant
to any one person. And what he meant to all of us, his
family, friends, colleagues, and community could not
possibly be overstated. Bruce was many things to many
people and it is obvious by the reaction to his passing by
the community that he had the respect and admiration of
generations of Spartans and non-Spartans alike.
Who Bruce was to us, the Memorial community, was
established over a 40 year span. He spent 23 years as
a teacher, 77 seasons as a coach, 8 years as an assistant
principal, and 9 years as the Principal, all at Memorial.
All of this time growing as a leader, his influence and
impact on the school community growing with every
Spartan he encountered. And every Spartan he touched
took a piece of everything that is good about Bruce and
passed it on to others. His sphere of influence is not
limited to those he had a direct impact on. His sphere of
influence is limitless, for those he affected learned from
him and carried his lessons and influence on to others.
He not only had the power to change lives; he changed
people so that THEY in turned changed lives.
Bruce would often pull kids aside in the hallway, the
cafeteria or into his office when something needed to be
addressed. A lecture from Bruce, no matter how serious
the transgression by the student, always ended positively.
Scores of young people who have spent 4 years at
Memorial owe more than thanks to Bruce Dahmen.
They responded to his lessons of encouragement and
absolute belief in them and became what he knew they

could be. Memorial families that met with Bruce always
left reassured and encouraged. If there was an upside, he
found it and used it to turn a very negative encounter into
an opportunity.
To so many of the staff of Memorial, Bruce was a
friend, a brother/father and a leader. We appreciated
him. He kept us grounded. He kept us positive. He kept
us focused. His sage advice was heard by countless
teachers and administrators. District Administrators
came to him for advice because they knew he would be
honest with them and lend valuable insight. When we
doubted ourselves, Bruce would help us realize that we
had the strength to do what needed to be done. When
we lost our direction, Bruce would remind us of the path
we were on and help us on get back on course. When
we made a mistake, Bruce would make sure we knew
that a mistake does not define us, but what we do about it
does. There is a reason that so many alumni come back
to Memorial to work as teachers. There is a reason that
teachers who come to Memorial stay at Memorial. There
is a reason that every administrator at Memorial has been
here for at least 13 years. There is a reason that so many
Principals in the district are former Memorial teachers.
It is the culture that has been established that makes
Memorial a great place to work and get an education.
And that culture has a great deal to do with the influence
of Bruce Dahmen over the last 40 years.
Although his passing is a huge loss to Memorial, it does
not mean that he will stop having an impact on us. It
only means that those impacted by him must and will
carry on. We need to carry on the traditions and values,
the commitment and innovation, the lessons and lectures,
the caring and compassion, the love and life that is
Memorial. And we will do this because we are JMM.
We are Bruce. We will continue to use what we have
learned from Bruce and continue to expand his sphere of
influence. Once a Spartan, always a Spartan. We will do
things the Memorial Way. Make good decisions.
(Ben Radloff)

From Peggi
(Transcript from Bruce’s Memorial
Service on February 23, 2014)

I would like to first thank you
all for this tremendous outpouring of support for both my
family and the staff and students
of JMM. You will never know
how truly appreciated it has
been!
Second, I need to thank everyone that has worked so hard to
help with this celebration. Matt,
Jay, Pam, Jeremy, Joe, Tim, Geoff, Ben, Pete, I’m sorry I can’t possibly
name you all there are just so, so very many. Thank you to all the principals
throughout the district, staff from other schools who took time off to help
at JMM, our JMM Alumni staff that have come back to give support to our
current staff, staff and students that are performing here today. Thank you to
our student athletes and musicians that have dedicated games/performances
to him – he would be so humbled. Thank you, thank you, and thank you.
Last Tuesday night, I lost the very best part of me. Bruce was an amazing
man and he LOVED life, loved you. Looking out today and seeing so very
many familiar faces, I know Bruce would be so proud and blessed. I want
you all to know how much he LOVED this place. Memorial was always
our second home. His assistant principals, his staff, his students, YOU ALL
meant everything to him. Earlier this year, we had decided that we wouldn’t
retire – the main reason was because we weren’t ready to say goodbye to this
family. And yes, you all really are family. He has touched your life and you
had touched his.
There is something magical about coming through those front doors. You
become a SPARTAN and we all learn to do things the Memorial Way. Although Bruce will not physically be with us day to day, he is already within
us – making us want to be the best person we can be. So, as we carry on,
remember you are loved – Keep giving hugs and telling those close to you,
you love them; keep living your life to the fullest – work hard and find time
to play hard, keep making good decisions; because we are Spartans, we are
Spartans for LIFE.
Thank you for coming – God Bless you. Love you Bruce.

S
tatic
By Spencer Retelle

Class of 2007 Class President
his voice still resonating from
the loud speaker
there will always be an echo
make good decisions
at the end of every morning
announcement
there will always be an echo
his familiar chuckle down the
hallway
at the end of every morning
announcement
and that’s what hard about loss
his familiar chuckle down the
hallway
that you expect to hear
and that’s what hard about loss
not hearing it
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Pride and
Promise
I’ve been fortunate to be in

high school twice in my life. The
first time, I was a Viking from
Janesville Parker. I graduated in
1978-ready to take on the world—
never really looking back. The
second time, I was a Spartan at
James Madison Memorial. I arrived
here with my oldest child as a
freshman in 2003. I am still here
today, even though my youngest
graduated in 2012. As a parent, I am
JMM and JMM is my community.
Like so many students, teachers
and parents, I have both a heavy
heart, as well as a heart full of pride
and promise. Bruce Dahmen was
my principal—and he was also my
friend. As principal, Bruce was
a North Star-shining in humble
brightness. He knew who I was,
offered direction and insight,
engendered a sense of safety and
allowed me to feel confident in
my role as a parent and a member
of the JMM community. As a
friend, he provided those very same
things. Bruce was consistent—and
consistently there for me and my
kids.
Although his passing has
impacted so many of us over the last
few weeks, it is his LIFE that has
impacted all of us in so many ways,
every day. The “promise of Bruce”
lives on in every student, teacher,
parent and community member that
believes in the Memorial Way. I
didn’t anticipate going back to high
school as an adult. I certainly didn’t
anticipate wanting to stay in high
school! I am proud to be a Spartan
and part of the wonderful community
Bruce built. As my promise to him, I
am JMM.
(Anonymous Parent)

that you expect to hear
make good decisions
not hearing it
his voice still resonating from
the loud speaker

An Angel Came Down

by C. Accardi
An angel came down to give you your wings,
and a top your head placed a golden ring.
Did she not know you were our shepherd and we your flock?
For forty years you taught, coached, and guided us around the clock.
With a strong hand and gentle heart you made Memorial what it is today,
and even though you are not here in body your spirit is in these halls to stay.
“Make good decisions” was your stock advice,
we should engrave it in stone or freeze it in ice.
We shall remember and honor you each time we sing Memorial’s tune,
for an angel came down to give you your wings way too soon.

The Memorial Way

Stories to Tell

When I think of Bruce Dahmen and
the impact he has had on my coaching life, two great stories come to
mind.

On February 11th, after working a Memorial High School hockey
game I received a call from one of the Assistant Principals letting me know
that our Principal, leader and most importantly, friend, Bruce Dahmen had
passed away.  	
In the fall of 1997, I am a young
There are no words that could possibly convey the thoughts and
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28 year old teacher moving back to
feelings that would follow—thoughts and feelings that were not mine alone,
Madison
after
getting
a
job
teachbut those of the thousands of people who were impacted in a positive way by
this great man. The next day at school a staff meeting was held to honor Mr. ing math at JMM only a couple of
coaching and building the Memorial
weeks before the start of the school
Dahmen, led by Assistant Principals Matt Hendrickson and Jay Affeldt. It
basketball program. Fast forward
year. Even though I had taught and
was an emotional setting, but was handled in an unbelievably sensitive
3 years to my first season as head
coached in my previous job, coachway, a way that would make Mr. Dahmen proud. There is no doubt that
coach. With Bruce at my side as
ing was one of the last things on my
his presence was felt there and that his legacy was visible in those in whom
my assistant coach, we went 7-14
mind. I was much more concerned
he invested so much of himself. The recurring theme of the meeting was
and struggled until the end of the
about trying to set up my classroom
the idea that Mr. Dahmen would want the school to continue with the great
season, losing in regionals. A young
and figure out where the copy room
work and learning that takes place at Memorial every day. And this is what
and distraught head coach sits in the
was located. This big, burly man
happened today at school. It was awesome!    
locker room alone, having put his
with a soft spoken voice enters my
Two years ago, I was interviewed for the Educational Resource
team on the bus, tears coming down
classroom, sits down, and starts
Officer for the school. As a police officer, I love my job. There are many
his cheeks. In walks Bruce to contalking to me, not about basketball,
opportunities within the department to pursue, but this was the only position
sole me. I don’t remember the exact
but about me, my classes, and my
I truly desired. You see, I AM James Madison Memorial! I graduated from
words uttered but I do remember the
family. Bruce made me feel welthe high school in 1985 and Mr. Dahmen was my teacher. In my interview,
importance of the conversation. I
come that day and part of something was ready to hang it up, telling Bruce
I spoke about my wonderful experiences at Memorial, and the ownership
much bigger than myself. Eventuthat I felt and promised to bring to the position if hired. Although I am not
that I could not take losing like this.
ally, he got around to asking me if I
technically a staff member, I was always treated as such. I felt confident in
He calmed me down, reassured me,
my ability and in what I was doing each day, because Mr. Dahmen told me as would be interested in coaching boys and told me that it would be ok and
basketball with him as he was the
much.
we would turn this thing around.
head coach. I never realized that my That experience taught me to pay it
After receiving this terrible news, I phoned a co-worker, friend and
answering yes to his question would forward and be there for the players I
former teacher at Memorial to relay what I had learned of Mr. Dahmen’s
be one of the best decisions I ever
passing. He answered and before I could say anything, asked if my call
coach, especially after difficult lossmade.
was about Mr. Dahmen? He informed me he was already on the other line
es, both on and off the court. Bruce
with another former Memorial student who had called from Colorado to let
will forever be a part of my life and
Over the next couple of years, Bruce I’m blessed to have known him.
him know what had happened. Obviously, it didn’t take long for this news
and I spent countless hours together
to reach all the way to Colorado. I know we are in the age of technology/
Steve Collins
social media and that news travels fast. However, we all know that even so,
people stay on top of such information and “in touch” so quickly because
they remain emotionally connected to something. People seek out news
about Memorial because they were strongly impacted by Mr. Dahmen. Mr.
Dahmen created an environment that produced genuine pride in having been, In February of 2011 many people traveled to the Capitol Square to protest
the Scott Walker administration’s Act 10 ruling. Personally, I was quite
or in being a Spartan.    
I took a look around today at the students, teachers and administrative proud of the proactive contingent of Memorial teachers and students who
participated in this action---we had a significant presstaff and all I could see is Mr. Dahmen’s “fingerprints.” I walked about the
ence during these protests. It was a physically exhaustschool and found evidence of him everywhere: in the eyes and hearts of
students, current and former alike, as well as in their many accomplishments ing experience as the weather was very cold and we were
and achievements. I noticed the signs posted around school explaining “The exposed to the elements for long periods of time; and it
Memorial Way,” which is about being RESPECTFUL, respectful of yourself, was emotionally exhausting as many of us were confused
and troubled by our state government’s actions regardrespectful of others and respectful of the school. The Memorial way is
ing the funding of education and its treatment of selective
further about being READY, ready to work together, ready to engage and
ready to learn. It is finally about being RESPONSIBLE, responsible for your labor unions. On the third day of the protests after a long
morning of marching and chanting the Memorial cohort
learning, responsible for your actions and responsible for your attitude. The
of teachers received word to make our way to King Street
Memorial Way is, in short, Bruce Dahmen.      
near the Park Inn. Upon arriving we saw Bruce waiting
As I pulled up to school in my car this morning, my attention
there for us, a big smile on his face and hearty greetings
was drawn to the marquee at the front which read, “Make Good
for all of us. He mentioned that he missed us; was thinkDecisions.” Seeing this, I immediately broke down. I couldn’t possibly tell
ing about us; that he wanted to see how we were doing;
you how many times I heard Mr. Dahmen say this very phrase to students in
and that he strongly supported us. Bruce shared that he respected the qualthe hallway. Mr. Dahmen truly cared for those in his charge and he meant
ity of our work and the value we provided to the community. Then, with a
these words! He was deeply invested in the lives of staff and students—
good-sized grin he opened the back of his SUV and revealed a huge stack of
again, current and former—and indeed, anyone who entered the doors of
Dahmen’s Pizza! That day we all shared lunch together with healthy doses
Memorial High School. It is the Memorial Way.
of laughing and affirmation. Afterwards Bruce wished us well and returned
I recently read the most recent copy of the Memorial newspaper,
to Memorial. The fact that Bruce took his lunchtime to purchase food,
“The Sword and Shield.” There is a section in the paper in which students
deliver it in person with words of caring and encouragement was uplifting
are interviewed, and among the statements they were asked to respond to in
this issue was, “Why I love being a Spartan.” One of the students answered, and comforting. Bruce’s action provided one more insight into this amazing
individual, our leader, who saw and lived the big picture and extended his
“I’m part of a community where people try to be good.” Yes, I thought, that
heart to those who might benefit. An essential aspect of his core personage
is what being a Spartan is all about … again, the Memorial Way!
was loyalty to the people
I couldn’t end this remembrance without mentioning Peggi Dahmen,
he worked with and his
Bruce’s wife. Peggi planned all of the dances at the school and would
willingness to go out of his
regularly save the last dance for herself and Bruce. She planted flowers and
way to assist them. Bruce
cleaned up the school grounds with volunteers. All of this was done on her
was a rare personality and
own time. This past Friday, I worked the Memorial Basketball game. I
we were appreciative of the
had just missed two weeks of work after having surgery. Mr. Dahmen and
opportunity to have shared
Peggi both asked me how I was doing and said that they were happy to see
with him both an important
me back. I watched Mr. Dahmen walk the basketball court with pride, as
educational mission and
he did at each and every game. I observed Peggi welcome and interact with
a building that fostered a
students and visitors alike. When the national anthem was played—and this
community.
is not the first time I have seen this—Peggi grabbed Mr. Dahmen’s arm, and
Respectfully,
held his hand. As a couple, they led by example and modeled the Memorial
Geof
Herman
Way!
I will be forever grateful for Mr. Dahmen’s involvement in my
life and for the opportunity he gave me to serve the students and staff of
Memorial High School as Educational Resource Officer. I will continue
On behalf of all the staff at Memorial, I would like to extend sentiments of
to do everything I can to live and demonstrate by my words and actions,
graditude to the students and parents of Memorial, as well as staffs from comthe Memorial Way.
munity schools and district administrators, all who sent a lot of love (and food)
I proudly say, I AM
our way. The abundance of cards, flowers and food in our conference room was
JMM! Go Spartans!
amazingly wonderful and became a center place for us to gather as a staff during
our prep time to not only enjoy a snack or lunch but a place to come together and
Gregory Hanson,
share our grief. Bruce may have left our world prematurely but while in it, he had
MPD’s Educational
a rich and full life with a so many wonderful people who loved him dearly. No one
Resource Officer
could ask more of life-- only to live it longer. He brought us together, trusted us as
teachers, encouraged us and helped us to be the best school community we could
be. Memorial will not be the same place without him guiding our way.
There are so many stories to share. As the advisor of the school paper,
you’d think I’d have a ton, but Bruce rarely called me or the staff into his office
to talk about the paper. He was often supportive in passing and shared his greatest
support on a small slip of paper I got at the end of the school year. He offered to
1976 Yearbook photo
me great freedom, which I in turn give to my editors. His life and leadership are
an example to us all. He will be greatly missed. --TPF

Beneficent Bruce

Celebrate Life
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Lasts

Our lives are filled with firsts and lasts.
Our first steps, our first words, our first
love come to mind. These are typically
momentous and celebrated times. The
“lasts” are a bit trickier. The fragility of
life dictates that our lasts are not always
recognized at the time of their occurrence.
Throughout history, people have been
defined by their firsts: First on the Moon,
first in flight, first to be president. These
are the names etched into our memories…
the ones we remember. But that is not to say that one cannot be defined or
remembered for their “lasts” or even that their lasts have to be a grand event.
Bruce Dahmen’s “lasts”, although they came to soon, clearly exemplify the
kind of man he was to all of us.
Bruce’s last email to the staff was a celebration of an addition to our “family”, a baby Huttenburg. His paternal nature extended well beyond the walls
of our edifice at JMM and clearly reached into our own homes. This dynamic bonding greatly amplified our structural integrity, ensuring we could
weather the storms that from time to time batter the Memorial coast.
Bruce’s last announcement to the building was far from an earth-shattering
revelation. In fact, I would bet only about 20% of the people in the building
heard it, as Bruce was somewhat known for making announcements during passing time. His announcement warned that those parked in the visitor
parking spaces should probably move their car at this time or expect a ticket.
This was Bruce. He was not afraid to exert his authority, but his compassion
was always just below the surface.
Bruce’s last Spartan News included him being asked if he knew of any “magic words.” “The only magic words I know are Abracadabra,” he replied.
When asked what it does, he replied “it makes magic.” Bruce seemed to be
well versed in magic in the fact that on a nearly daily basis he had to ability
to make the impossible work. Whether “finding” allocation to save a Spartan
from being surplused, finding money to run an after school study session, or
fighting to develop a dinner program for our students. Almighty Bruce had
unspeakable powers and a way to always help. It seems that Bruce shared a
little secret with us all in that Spartan News. “Abracadabra”
Bruce’s last trip away from his home was to support and to celebrate a
Spartan that overcame tremendous odds and now has excelled on and off the
basketball hardwood. Bruce always celebrated his Spartans and would go to
any and all lengths to show how proud he was of them.
Bruce’s last words to me were “tell the kids I said hi.” Bruce loved all kids,
even the ones that weren’t in the attendance area, showing us that Bruce’s
love literally had no boundaries. My kids included, which will be Middleton
Cardinals someday. Bruce’s influence was so strong that my son has grown
up a Spartan fan and actually roots for the Spartans at Middleton/Memorial games. Bruce always said that he was going to send a Memorial jersey
to my son so he could properly cheer. I warned Eliot that at some point
Bruce’s advice may lead him to getting roughed up by his Middleton crew. I
have a feeling Eliot wouldn’t have cared. Bruce was that influential.
Bruce always said, that on the last day before winter break, during his last
year as principal, he would dawn a full Santa’s suit. He always said he had
it on reserve down at Mallatt’s Pharmacy. Every year when the day before
break came around many staff that knew of his plan would run like little
kids on Christmas morning to his office to see what Bruce was wearing, in
hopes that St. Nick would NOT be there. This was a planned “last” that we
all knew was coming, and although we didn’t want it, we would celebrate it
with him. This is one the many of Bruce’s lasts that we will never see.
Bruce Dahmen exemplifies the argument that a person is not necessarily
defined by their firsts, but by their lasts. Bruce’s “lasts” all center around
care and community and, as all of us know, this was Bruce. His love for
Memorial is the mortar 201 South Gammon and it has been contagious. He
made us all better people by showing us how to care for the greater good of
our Spartan community and those beyond. Although Bruce’s lasts are now
official, Bruce is not gone from our building, or from our hearts. Bruce Dahmen’s greatest of lasts will be his legacy and the way it “lasts” here in our
community. It will continue to shape the future of this great school and those
who teach and learn within and beyond its walls. Bruce, we will miss you.
(Tyler Spence)

Finding
Our Way
By Hamayail Ansari
“Life isn’t about finding yourself.
Life is about creating yourself.”
~George Bernard Shaw
Do you remember the
first time you went to school in
kindergarten? You were cautious,
nervously clutching the straps of
your Scooby-Doo backpack, but
most of all, you felt lost. It wasn’t
until a larger hand clasped your
miniature ones, and led you to
exactly where you needed to be,
that you felt safely welcomed into
this new world. And now, looking
back, the first day of high school
went a little like the first day of
kindergarten. Whether we were
freshmen confusing A-Wing and
B-Wing for what we declared
was absolutely the last time, or
seniors receiving our diplomas on
graduation day, Mr. Dahmen had
always been the hand that led us to
where we needed to be, and helped
us with how we needed to get there.
Ms. Cynthia Kellor, a teacher at
JMM, recalls her first impression
of this influential man, smiling
while describing his friendliness,
his resonating voice, and just his
simple presence that put you at ease
and comfort while speaking with
him. Mr. Dahmen saw the good and
promise in people, acknowledging
their faults as well, but focusing on
what they had the potential to do.
Just like any good coach, he knew
when to push and be there [for
someone], but he also knew when to
pull back and let you find your way,
says Ms. Kellor. His sense of humor
was beyond what anyone would
believe for a high school principal
and all it takes is a remembrance of
goofy sunglasses and a blonde wig
to get Ms. Kellor grinning from ear
to ear. Taking away from all of it
though, Ms. Kellor believes that
Mr. Dahmen’s ability to make
connections with everyone was
truly unique . When he greeted
new acquaintances as if they were
old friends, more than anything, it
made him stand out to us from the
rest. Making each and every person
feel and know that they belonged
and were highly valued, whether it
was a teacher, a friend, a student, or
alumni, was how Mr. Dahmen made
us Spartans into a family. We are
JMM.

Dahmenation
T-Shirts
The Dahmenation T-shirts were

created by Ryan Bruesewitz and
Monika Ford, printed by Think It
Then Ink It at cost. The demand for
these shirts has been crazy. More are
on their way. You can find them in
the photo lab when they are in stock.
Contact Ryan, Monika or Mrs. Ford
for more information about ordering
one.
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DAHMENATION

By Jeremy Gartland

Mr. Dahmen embodied many
different things at Memorial, but
one of the areas where his presence
was most felt was athletics. We all
have memories of him sitting in the
corner of the main gym enjoying
the basketball game or in his office
chair down in Mansfield cheering
on the football and soccer teams. No
matter what sport you were involved
in, you could always count on Mr.
Dahmen coming out to support
you. Coaching for a combined 77
seasons in football, basketball, and
baseball, Mr. Dahmen was more than
just a spectator. He groomed and
invested in these programs resulting
in four state championships: one in
football, one in basketball, and two
in baseball. In addition, he coached
two state runners-up, in football
and basketball respectively. Despite
his obvious success as a coach,
Mr. Dahmen always knew that his
relationships with athletes were more
important than winning seasons or
trophies. “Everyone could always tell
how much he cared for his students
and athletes,” said Mr. Voss, varsity
head coach of boys and girls soccer.
Dahmen was the administrator
responsible for hiring Voss and they
coached basketball together in the
post-season. Voss learned from Mr.
Dahmen that athletics are a great
way to give back to your school and
stay connected, which Mr. Dahmen
fully embodied. “I thought he slept
here; he went to almost every
Memorial event,” Voss remembers,
thinking back to his first days of
knowing Mr. Dahmen. Mr. Schlitz,
Memorial’s current Athletic Director
hired by Mr. Dahmen, has his own
memories of our past principal, “My
most memorable moment of Mr.
Dahmen was during the 2005 boys
basketball season. The team had just
lost to Middleton and was feeling
pretty defeated, but Mr. Dahmen
came into the locker room and began
to talk them. Apparently what he said
stuck; they didn’t lose another game
the rest of that season.” Mr. Dahmen
had an inexplicable way of inspiring
those around him and making sure
they knew he cared about them
deeply, both in and out of athletics.
His impact on Memorial athletics
will not be forgotten as Mr. Schlitz
promises to “uphold and embody
what Mr. Dahmen stood for behind
athletics and continue to use it as
a force to connect people with the
school, putting our best face forward
to the community.”
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FOUR DOWN, SAD TO GO

By Sam Szotkowski with John Hornacek

City of Ballers: 2013-14 MSCR
Boys Basketball
By Ryan Murphy

It’s the epitome of recreational
sports, and a staple of winter;
Madison’s MSCR Basketball league,
the laid-back cousin of the WIAA,
has returned in frenzy to the gyms of
Madison Schools. This year Madison
Memorial sports six teams, all of which
Members of Wiscompton Academy join
promise to be competitive in 2014’s
coach Stan Robinson in a pregame
Junior/Senior league. Graduating from
huddle at East High School
the Freshman/Sophomore league last
year, the three primarily junior teams-Wiscompton Academy, Wiscompton
FC, and Dream Team--expect to be on the same platform as returning senior
teams such as Hoopla, Sea Bears, and The Avengers. At the halfway point of
the season, here is a summary of each of Memorial’s teams.
Sea Bears
Made up of all 12th grade athletes, the sea bears bring an imposingly
large and athletic lineup to the hardwood. The team is led by 6’4 and 6’1
forwards Ben Horman and Sam Kimball, with shooters Bob Wilson and
Brandon Toman balancing out the team in the back court. Coach Josh
Horman was enthusiastic about his team when asked about their chemistry
and work ethic, “We have the fight of the bear and the lungs of the fish” he
said “that’s why we’re the Sea Bears”.
The Avengers
The Avengers, a mixed junior/senior team, sports one of the most
athletic lineups the league owns. Scrappy guard Kaydee Sims and shot
blocking forward Curtis Rankins lead the way for the team, with long range
shooting coming from both Rankins and Trevis Miller. This Fast-paced, high
tempo offense hopes to control this year’s league with pure athleticism.
Dream Team
The Dream Team is made up of nine juniors and two seniors. Of the
starting five, shooters Samir Kharbush and Kevin Thail balance nicely with
big men Andrew Cin-Walker and Jake Hildebrand. Senior Jorden Radloff
rounds out the backcourt with his perimeter defense and hustle. The team
promises to be a major dark horse in the league this season.
Hoopla
The only other all senior team from memorial, Hoopla, is tough,
scrappy, and competitive. Stud point guard Kellen Rice can hit a jump shot
from anywhere on the court, and doesn’t hesitate to do so. His teammates
rave about his contributions “He’s basically the face of the team,” says
reserve forward Ryan Bruesewitz “He’s really good”. Rice is joined in the
backcourt by Taylor Alt-Nachrinder, and Frontcourt specialist Adam Bihun
handles most of the low post play and rebounding.
Wiscompton FC
The first of two teams stemming from the junior’s “Wiscompton”
franchise, FC is, as prefaced by its name, made up of mostly Memorial
varsity soccer players. Hunter Brandon and Teon Fountain headline a
talented frontcourt, adept at long range shooting and inside play alike.
Talented point guard Alex Young opted out of varsity basketball tryouts in
order to focus on other sports, but leads FC with his electric passing and
playmaking. Scoring guard Abdul Kooistra joins Young in the backcourt, and
center Islam Aly completes this formidable starting five.
Wiscompton Academy
The Other “Wiscompton” franchise team and last year’s 9th/10th grade
league runner-up, Wiscompton Academy promises to be a contender this year
as well. (see next article)

Wiscompton Academy

MSCR – Boys Basketball 17U
By Henry Houden
The MSCR 17U-18U Wiscompton Academy boys basketball
team is made up of juniors from Madison Memorial. The Academy is led
by starting guards Kye Burcham and Derek Gille. These two account for
about a third of the team’s points and close to all of the assists. As for the
rebounding, most of those
are collected by 6’6 starting
center Price Roloff. Other
influential scorers include
Josh Baumgartner and Steven
Maas, the 4th and 5th leading
scorers. Ryan Murphy and
Drake Singleton are two
members of the team. When
asked what their goals were
the answers were simple,
“Gold ball.” As of February
11th the team has gone 2-1
in regular season play and
looking to improve this Saturday against the East Purgolders. After the end
of their 6 game regular season the team enters a possible 4 game playoff.
Keep in mind multiple teams come from each school for the playoffs.
With teams from Madison East, Madison La Follette, Madison West, and
Madison memorial, the playoffs are bound to be exciting and entertaining.
Wiscompton looks to go to their second consecutive championship and this
time win the MSCR Gold Ball.

It was cold, but not too cold. Sunny, but not
too sunny. The smell of chlorine pierced our
nostrils, and our racing suits caressed our
buttocks just tightly enough. We came to
the UW Natatorium with fire in our eyes and
hunger in our hearts; it was Saturday, February 22, and the Men’s Swim Team had a job
to do.
Before the meet, the team arrived at Justin
Temprano’s house for a pre-meet pump up,
and was met with a surprise less expected
and more inspiring than the ghost of ObiWan Kenobi: Jeremy Temprano, former
Memorial standout, gave a rousing pep talk
and promptly left to get a haircut.
Jeremy’s energizing words gave the team
all the ferocity it needed to have a stellar
meet on Saturday. The Spartan 200 medley relay of Justin Temprano, Amos
Kaldor, Ben Gebhart and John Hornacek kicked off the meet, setting the
tone with a shocking comeback in the last leg by John to win by a mere 0.05
seconds.
Other highlights include a convincing 100 fly victory by Ben Gebhart; a
1st place finish in the 200 free relay of Ryan Menninga, Sam Szotkowski,
Nathan Eckerle, and Alex Peterson-Weber; a podium finish by Ryan Henry in
the 100 breast; and most impressively a 1-2 finish in the 100 back by Justin
Temprano and John Hornacek, respectively. Not only was the backstroke
an incredible achievement in its own right, but before the meet Coach Paul
Eckerle made a deal with the team that “if we get 1st and 2nd in any event
than you guys can shave my head.” Paul was a man of his word and said
farewell to his follicles the Monday after State. Memorial finished with 319
points and its fourth consecutive State title, West coming in second with
216.5 points.
I’ve heard people say swimming “isn’t a sport,” “requires no skill,” and one
look at the stands during any meet besides State demonstrates its lack of popularity. But in the end, after dedicating the last 11 years to this sport – er…
activity – I can tell you that none of that matters. No 6am morning practice,
5000 yard set, frustrating team tradition, or post-race barf session will ever
come close to all the good memories I’ve made on this team. I started high
school with teammates and coaches, and now I leave with brothers. For
those who say swimming isn’t a sport, you’re all right. It’s more than that.

Spartans Walk onto Ultimate
Frisbee
Scene
By Geordi Haerr-Hartmann

Some call it a hobby. Others call it a club. But to a
select few, it’s a lifestyle. We’re talking about Ultimate,
Ultimate Frisbee, for you amateurs. Never before has
Madison Memorial seen a “sport” as intense, and high
stakes as the game of Ultimate. On top of that, this year the
Spartans are poised to make a run at becoming the greatest
high school team to ever play the game. What could be the
reason for this year’s incredible team? Good coaching?
Star receiving duo Geordi Haerr-Hartmann and Bob
Wilson? I caught up with girls ultimate participant
Claire McCarthy to find out more.
Q: What’s it like playing in close proximity to local
disc legends such as Amos Kaldor or myself?
Claire: It’s such an honor to play with great
athletes, I consider myself very lucky.
Q: Have you learned a lot from them?
Claire: Yea I learned a lot of tricks and stuff, I owe them everything.
This however, answers very few of our most burning
questions. Questions such as, will Sam Shovers finally
play defense? Will benchwarmer Rami Paust finally make
it onto the field? What type of trucker hat will Nick Reiger
wear this season? These questions and many more will
finally be answered March 16th when the Spartans play in
the first tournament of the new season. The Spartans
will have to play the tournament in what could
be a very hostile road environment.
Despite this however, the
Spartans enter Chicago as a
heavy 2-1 favorite according to
the latest Vegas odds. Nothing
is certain however, and no one
knows this better than the Spartans. The brutal semi-final defeat in last year’s
state tournament still haunts the nightmares of Coach Raabe and remains
etched in the minds of returning players. Will this be the year they find
redemption? We shall see.
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Figure Skating Scandal?

By Isabella Wu
The figure skating world has recently been thrown into hysteria of
controversy over the recent Woman’s Figure Skating Single’s in the Sochi
Olympics.
Defending gold champion “Queen” Yuna Kim, of South Korea, was
dethroned to second place by a practically unknown Russian figure skater,
Adelina Sotnikova, while Caroline Kostner of Italy placed third. Yuna had
a short program of 74.92, a long program of 144.19, a combined total of
219.11, Sotnikova had a short program of 74.64, a long program of 149.95, a
combined total of 224.59, and Kostner had a short program of 74.12, a long
program of 142.61, and a combined total of 216.73.
Yuna’s short program landed Yuna to first place, although only by a small
margin. The program itself was relatively clean, and many were outraged
by her low score, especially as Yuna has been capable of leading by a great
margin in the past. NBC’s figure skating commenter Kurt Browning noted
right Kim’s short program results came out: “I’m surprised. I thought-I
thought it would be higher. Yup, I really agree with Yuna.”
It is true that Sotnikova’s program had a higher degree of technicality. It
had 7 triples, while Kim’s program only had 6, three spins, (Kim’s had one),
and two combinations, (Kim had one). However, was it really enough to
put a five point gap between Sotnikova’s and Kim’s? Kim’s program was
artistic and clean, while Sotnikova skated with little artistry, and only mostly
technicality.
Things might come to a stop here, but evidence of the score sheets has
been recently revealed. The score sheets show that 7 of the 9 judges did
indeed score Yuna higher than Sotnikova on the long program, but two
of the 9 scored her much lower than the other 7 judges. Two judges also
scored Sotnikova much higher than the other 7 judges. However, due to the
anonymity of the judging system, the two judges that scored Yuna lower than
the rest may not necessarily be the two that scored Sotnikova higher.
Each element on a program is scored on a GOE (Grade of Execution)
system: Skaters can get a negative to positive value on each element, from
-3 to +3. There’s no question that Sotnikova deserved high GOE’s – they
were great, big jumps. However, with Sotnikova’s triple lutz-triple toe
combination, GOE scores range from -1 to +3. That’s a big difference.
Sotnikova’s triple lutz-triple toe was a flutz, which is a mandatory deduction
of at least 1. Therefore, the maximum score possible would be 2. However,
one judge gave a 3.
Now is this a mistake or scandal? The Olympics have been filled with
scandals from the start. So it may be no surprise to note that the Russian
judge is married to the Russian Federation of Figure Skating’s President.
The judge was seen hugging Sotnikova in a tight embrace after Sotnikova
won gold. And the Ukranian judge for women’s singles took part in a
1998 Olympics scandal, where he was caught explaining what order the
competitors would finish.
And the line has already been flooded with criticism. America’s Ashley
Wagner, who took a sixth, has already criticized the figure skating
anonymity. And Change.Org has gathered over 2 million signatures opposing
anonymity in the scoring. But whether there will be a change in the scoring
has yet to be seen.

2014 Winter ByOlympics
Fun Facts
Amol Rajesh
This year the Winter Olympics was hosted in Sochi, Russia. In this article
I will give you some interesting facts and stories about this year’s Winter
Olympics.
1.) Sochi was one of the more toasty Winter Olympics. Although Russia is
known for its cold and harsh climate, Sochi is actually a subtropical resort
bordering the Black Sea. In order to counteract the region’s climate, the
Russians employed the use of freezing technologies and artificial snow.
Artificial snow in Russia! Couldn’t they pick a place other than Sochi?! In
fact for the entire month of February, Sochi was always warmer than 32ºF.
2.) Because of the artificial snow and lack of original infrastructure,
Sochi was one of the most expensive Winter Olympic Games, with
some estimating the cost to be as high as $50 Billion! (To give a
comparison, the 2010 Vancouver Winter Olympic games cost under
$10 Billion and the 2012 London Summer Olympics cost under $15
Billion.)
3.) This was Team USA’s first time participating in the Olympics in
Russia. Even though this is the second time Russia has hosted the
Olympics, the US boycotted the 1980 Olympics to protest against the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
4.) The Netherlands had the highest ratio of total medals to athletes.
With just 41 athletes, The Netherlands pulled away with 24 medals,
23 of which were won in speed skating (the other 1 medal was won in
short track speed skating).
5.) Although there were many questions regarding the safety of
Sochi, the 22nd Winter Olympic Games were not marred in any
way by terrorist acts. Despite having some “interesting” hotels and
accommodations, Russia nevertheless gave a spectacular show in
Sochi. The opening and closing ceremony of the Olympics were
nothing short of amazing, as they illustrated the rich history and culture
of Russia.
Sources:Nbc.com, CNN.com, Thegaurdian.com, Xfinity.comcast.net, Sochi2014.com,
Ftw.usatoday.com,
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The Flight Struggle

A Fight to Get Women’s
Ski Jumping in the Games

By Elyse Hoffmann

Some people ask me if I ever get nervous going down a 200 foot tower at 60
miles per hour and then flying in the air for a length longer than a football
field. Of course I do, but I think more about the thrill of flying through the air
without restrictions. At the age of five I started going off the ski jumps with
my brothers and sister at the Blackhawk Ski Club. Those ski jumps gave
me a chance to be able to overcome my fears and showed me that with hard
work and practice my dreams could be within my reach.
Soon after I started ski jumping I found out that girls were not allowed to ski
jump in the Olympics. I simply couldn’t understand.
Why could my two
brothers have the chance
to become Olympians
and because I was a
girl I couldn’t even
be considered? I was
jumping as well as the
boys and why weren’t
we included? Ski
jumping was the only
sport in the Winter or
Summer Games that
did not offer events
for women. At that
young age I learned
that equality for women
in sports was still unnoticed and most people in the world just accepted it
without a fight.
In 2006, at age 11, I went to my first camp for Women’s Ski jumping USA in
Park City, Utah, home of the 2002 Winter Olympics. I met girls from all over
the country. We had dreams in our hearts, stars in our eyes, and all wanted
to have a chance to jump in the Olympics. Nothing in my life has left such a
mark as that first camp.
Besides trying to improve my jumping skills, I wrote letters to the
International Olympic Committee, The American Girl company, Title 9
sportswear company and even Oprah asking for the opportunity for women
to have an equal chance to jump. I wanted more than anything to ski jump
in the Olympics one day. I told relatives and friends to try to make the cause
noticed. I drew pictures of myself on the podium in the Olympics in my
notebooks. I lived and breathed that dream.
Even though they risked national and international banning from their ski
jumping federations, a group of women ski jumpers from around the world
decided to file a lawsuit to compete at the 2010 Vancouver Games. The
lawsuit went all the way to the Supreme Court of Canada which ultimately
decided that they had no significant power over the International Olympic
Committee. The 2010 Olympics did not include women ski jumpers.
With continued international pressure, in April of 2011 the International
Olympic Committee finally changed their decision and granted Women’s Ski
Jumping the first ever opportunity to compete in the 2014 Olympic Games in
Sochi, Russia. Ski jumping women all over the world were ecstatic to hear
the wonderful news.
I am so happy that something that was very unnoticed by the world finally
got the attention it deserved. With this being a huge part of my life, I want
to make sure young girls like myself have the chance to do something they
love, are not restricted because of their gender and have the chance to be
noticed. I can’t wait to see the 2014 Olympics and watch my fellow ski
jumping women from around the world finally get to do what they have
waited for most of their lives: to fly without restrictions.

Chaos and Writing
By Kristin Foglestad

Singing
Valentines

By Gratia Maloney
This Valentine’s Day the
Memorial chorus sold singing
valentines. Singing valentines
were sold for $5 apiece, or
$7 if a rose was included.
What are singing valentines?
Memorial chorus students
split up into groups of 2-6 people and chose a song to sing together .
This year, there was a grand total of 11 songs to choose from. The groups
spent the first half an hour of each period making trips to classrooms and
performing their songs to who mever they were purchased for. After singing
their tune, the groups would give the special someone a card with the name
of the person who bought them their valentine, unless they were given
anonymou sly. “My valentine was anonymous and completely caught me by
surprise. I had the group that
sang the Just the Way You Are
and Just a Dream mash up
from Pitch Perfect and it was
awesome! The group did an
awesome job and I hope that
choir class continues to do
this in the years to come” said
senior Gabby Sanchez. This
year’s singing valentines were
a great success and helped
spread the love on Valentine’s
Day.

S.A.D. Outloud

Ben Gellman, Sam Shovers, and Jack Harrington,
with the help of Mr. Rummel
When my aunt was diagnosed with leukemia in 2009, I was
shocked and saddened. I did not understand why this misfortune had
befallen such a wonderful person. I could not imagine blaming her for
the illness, though. I never asked her to move on or thought she was
faking her disease.
We empathize with people who have terrible diseases like cancer.
Yet, every day, people with depression and anxiety disorders face
questions about the authenticity of their diseases and are asked to “just
get over it.” When we stigmatize people with mental disorders, we act
unjustly, and inconsistently with the warm way in which we treat people
fighting other types of afflictions.
The National Institutes of Mental Health reports that MRI scans
detect differences between depressed brains and unaffected brains.
Experts think that, in the brains of depressed people, neurotransmitters,
the chemicals that help pass along signals between brain cells, are out of
balance. Depression and other mental disorders can be traced to genetics,
chemistry, and external environmental factors.
If depression and anxiety disorders are merely chemical problems
that do not reflect the character of the person affected, why does society
treat the victims of mental illnesses so differently from those who suffer
from more “physical” ailments like cancer? Cancer patients are seen as
strong individuals who wage courageous battles against a terrible illness.
In contrast, people with anxiety disorders or depression are sometimes
characterized as weak and accused of making up their symptoms for
attention. Parkinson’s patients can speak publically about their disease
and be virtually assured of broad support from the community, but people
with anxiety disorders or depression often feel they cannot tell their own
family or closest friends about their suffering for fear of ridicule and
disbelief. At a recent Badger men’s basketball game, Verona High School
basketball player and cancer patient Ebony Nettles-Bey was honored
during warm-ups. Can you imagine someone bravely fighting depression
being honored in the same way?
Depressed people experience extreme pain and hardship. As a
society, we compound the struggles of mental illness when we do not
support, even ridicule, people with these challenges. A compassionate
society supports everyone, while an ignorant, empathy-lacking populace
leaves vulnerable members out in the cold. Which society do we want
to be for those among us suffering from mental illness? The public must
alter its attitude towards mental disorders in order to help those afflicted
by them.
Many of us, knowingly or unknowingly, have a connection with
someone suffering from a mental disorder. We can be allies for these
brave souls in the same way that we rally around other sick people.
If you would like to be an ally for the people struggling with mental
illness, come to Stress, Anxiety and Depression (S.A.D.) Out Loud. We
meet every Tuesday morning at 7:45 in the Wisconsin Neighborhood
Center. S.A.D. Out Loud is a club that seeks to eliminate the stigma
surrounding mental illness in the community. In past years we have
hosted events such as Breaking the Silence, which has in the past
included a guest speaker from the UW and suicide prevention training.
Member Jack Harrington made the video Share Your Secret, which won
Best Documentary at last year’s JMM film festival. We need help to
change the way society views mental illness. If the human qualities of
compassion and empathy are meaningful to you, then join us. Every
person helps.

On Thursday’s
afterschool, a
group of good
people engaging
witty and
wonderful
words meets.
This club is
Creative Writing
Club. Creative
Writing Club was
formerly known as
Pressions, but with
the retirement of its
dear leader Mr.
“Rod” Rodrig uez, the name was retired out of respect to him.
Now, the club is led by two of Memorial’s own; Mr. Walkner and Ms. Guse.
I attended a meeting to interview the leaders and members of the club.
Me: So, what does it take to be in the club?
Ms. Guse: [It takes] an interest in creative writing and the ability to
meet once a week.
Mr. Walkner: [It takes] an open mind and a fun-loving attitude.
Me: How much longer are you accepting submissions?
Both: (In consensus.) We are accepting submissions until March first.
Me: What is your overall opinion of the group?
Both: (In consensus.) We love the group. It’s energetic and full of energy
and ideas. There’s a lot of love and laughter.
Me: Would you say you guys are good leaders?
Mr. Walkner: Duh!
I next went to interview members of the club to see what being a part of
Creative Writing Club meant to them. It’s clear that a lot of them come there
as an escape. It’s a big part of what they love. One of the members, Morgan
Snow, responded with, “I really like it, it’s like everyone’s my friend. They
like you for who you are. You meet people. It’s a good place to come even
if you are not good at writing. You make a lot of close friends.” Another
member, Josie Bratt, stated, “It’s a place where I can be crazy, and I have the
time of my life, and it happens each week. These people help you and will be
crazy with you.” Creative Writing Club is full of diverse people, and all of
them will be your friend. It doesn’t matter if you are bad at writing, people
are always welcome!

Jordan

Sylvan

Renee

Save more. Spend smarter. Give Back. Inspire others.

Be inspired and cast your vote today at
SummitCreditUnion.com/ProjectTeenMoney
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Highschool Robotics
By Kelly Baritg
If you’re walking down the hallway at
school that has the FBLA banner, you
will come to the robotics window,
which is full of posters, pictures, and
trophies. This window is all about
the FIRST robotics challenge, a
competition for high school students.
FIRST robotics challenge is a robot
competition that takes engineering and
applies it to a sport like competition.
FRC takes a combination of math, science, engineering, business, and
teamwork skills. FRC consists of a team of at least 25 students who are
challenged to raise money through fundraising and create a name for them
while using all of their brain power to design, prototype, and finally build
a robot. The robots are massive usually around 5x2.5 ft and have to play
on a field that is slightly smaller than a basketball court with 5 other robots
competing simultaneously. Every year there’s a new challenge and field set
up, that the robots have to compete on, which is released in early January.
The team then has about one month to create a robot. Some years the robots
have had to shoot frisbees or once they even had to climb a tower. This year
the teams will have to throw giant balls into certain areas in order to score
points. The game consists of a 30 second autonomous period where the robot
moves completely on its own from a program. That is then followed by a
2 minute driver control period where there are two drivers who control the
robot with controllers.
Currently there is one FRC team in Madison named BadgerBots. The
BadgerBots team consists of students from all of the Madison school
including Memorial. It is also run by our own aerospace teacher Ben Senson.
The team is currently in the stages of constructing their robot and will be
competing on March 20-22 at the Milwaukee US Cellular Arena.
FRC has many benefits ; not only do the competitors learn how to work as
a team, they also get to use “real world engineering .” Teams can also
advance past the regional tournament (the Milwaukee tournament) to the
World Festival, where the team gets to compete with teams from around
the world, which is held every year in St. Louis, Missouri in April. FRC
competitors also have many opportunities for scholarships.
In conclusion FRC, not only teaches you valuable math and science skills but
also opens up many opportunities for you.

Mid-Winter Dance

By Gabby Sanchez
The Mid-Winter Dance is traditionally has been a time when the girls
have to ask the boys. That is the reason it used to be called “TWIRP” (the
woman is required to pay). Girls still enjoy keeping to this tradition even
though it is not required. It can take weeks to plan exactly who you want to
ask, and how you want to ask them; whether it is giving your date small hints
during every period, standing outside with a big sign, or with food. The good
news about the Mid-Winter Dance is that,
compared to homecoming, there aren’t
nearly as many people, so you can jump
around and be even more creative with
your dance moves. Unlike homecoming,
there is a photo station where you and
a bunch of friends, or just you and your
date, can get your pictures taken by Ms.
Ford. Since this dance is in the middle
on winter, many girls especially, wear
something black, but that is so cliché.
Don’t be afraid to wear bright colors and
make a statement. Just remember this is a
dance, so have fun and enjoy it, and there
are only four Mid-Winter Dances you can
go to in your high school career, so I’d go
if I were you!

March Events

Advanced Placement Exam Registration - February 24 - March 7
March 3 - Early Release at 2:31 p.m. PCT
March 5 - Concert Band II & Symphonic Band Concert, 7:30 p.m.
March 6 - Concert Band I & Wind Ensemble Concert, 7:30 p.m.
March 10 - Early Release at 2:31 p.m. PCT
March 13 - Post-Highschool Options Night 7:00 p.m.
March 14 - Last Day to Drop Classes
March 15 - Memorial Area Strings Fesitival - Main Gym
March 17 - Early Release at 2:31 p.m. PCT
March 18 - EPAS Testing (EXPLORE, PLAN, ACT)
March 21 - Latino Parent Meeting Fox Neighborhood Center 6:00 p.m.
March 21 - Black Parent Council Meeting Wisc. NC 6:00 p.m.
March 24 - Early Release at 2:31 p.m. PCT
March 28 - End of Quarter 3
March 31 - Begin Quarter 4
March 31 - Early Release at 2:31 p.m. PCT
Please Note that Prom is May 10th NOT May 3rd as listed in the Planner

A
Day in the Life of Spartan News
By Pauline
Herr

As I
take my seat
upon an ancient
classroom
stool next to
my anchor in
crime, Nate, I
sigh, realizing
that there are
3 pages worth
of script for
that day. The
first lines
consist of the
usual “Hi I’m
Nate, and I’m Pauline, and this is Spartan News”. These few words are as
simple as a summer night’s breeze as one bikes down a steep slope. Once
the first shot is conquered, the tension of who reads the next line builds up
between Nate and I. The previous breeze turns into a tornado of anxiety as
we decide on who will read what. Once we decide, I read over my part and
my hands begin to sweat. It’s strange how a few simple lines to speak can
cause so much tension among one’s self. Imagine yourself sitting in class
where you’re group-reading a book using “popcorn”. No, not popcorn like
what you buy before seeing the latest movie at Point, popcorn like the cruel
method of having students read sections of writing and then being able to
choose someone else as their victim. Anyways, if you’ve ever felt the tension
of being the said “victim”, that’s similar to how it feels when it’s my turn to
read the script.
Over time I’ve become more comfortable with this, but I still
occasionally stutter or mess up my lines, causing us to have 10 takes just
because I can’t say 8 simple words in a row. About 30 minutes later, on a
good day, we finish that days’ worth of news and are interested to see how it
turns out the following Monday in Backyard.

Phia- The Legacy

By Avery Rice-Arnesen
Sophia (Phia, Bofey, Soph, Slowphia, Blowphia, The Phiesta that is Sophia) De Waard is an inspiring and motivational individual. She is the grand winner of Most Likely
to Win the Lottery Ticket…and lose it. Her witty jokes
and charm make her irresistible in every way.
Favorite Food: Humans
Favorite Highschool Memory: Watching Passion of
the Christ or Senior Year Homecoming Dinner
Weirdest Dream: Isn’t life a dream?
Favorite Teacher (and why): Ms. Vande Sande because she inspires me to make poetry with my body
Favorite Class: AP Social Dance
Cutest Boy: Tie between Shareef Smith and Ben
Shlanker
Cutest Girl: Lexi Amundson
Funniest Vine: LETS GO I WORK AT COKE
Catch Phrase: Go big Lexi
Favorite Lyric: Look Back At It
Favorite Passtime: Snapchat (sloooowfie) and #JmmTrueThoughts
Lifetime Goal: To grow out of my retainer
Describe yourself in one word: Alpha-male
Favorite Artist: Jason Durulo

Hip-hop Artist Wi$co
by Erick D.
We have been hearing around the Midwest that
there’s young talent and he goes by WI$CO
by his team, C.F.G. This young lyrical artist is
making his spot and buzz up in the Midwest hiphop scene with catchy hooks. His very in dephlyrics are great for an 18 year old . He is making
a way for young teens like himself . WI$CO
has been working on his new mixtape after just
finishing “WI$CO WORLD” which is out now.
He’s trying a new approch with his next mixtape, “Taking Over Sites,” with
a great producer on his side called Victory Beats, who has produced for a
lot of famous and up coming artist. There is another very lyrical teen that’s
making an amazing rise up and he goes by the name Rayban. WISCO and
Rayban teamed up late last summer and made a hit which is called “2AM.”
Rayban also joined with a Midwest artist known as “STUNTGANG.” I
believe you will hear much more from these young artist as they rise up.
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Sword & Shield Staff

Emelita Rather

Editors-in-chief
Idris Boukahil & Monika Ford
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Cassidy Nelson
Copy Editor
Jane Zhang
News Editor
David Cao
Opinions Editor
Jeremy Gottleib
Photography Editor
Ryan Bruesewtitz
Sports Editor
Jeremy Gartland

Emelita is a sophomore here at Memorial. She plays varsity basketball and
soccer, but also plays club soccer for Rush Wisconsin. When she can she likes to
find time to do art, mostly photography. She doesn’t have a favorite subject
to photograph, but she enjoys taking pictures of people and lights. Ms.
Radloff, Emelita’s Photo II teacher, has been watching Emelita’s excitement
for photography grow in class as she moves onto their next project which
is stop motion animation. Emelita has shown a particular interest in light
painting, where the artist draws in the air with lights all while having a very
long shutter speed to capture all the light information of the drawing.

Student Contributors
Hamayail Ansari
Kelly Baritg
Kristin Foglestad
Monika Ford
Jeremy Gartland
Ben Gellman
Geordi Haerr-Hartmann
Jack Harrington
Pauline Herr
Elyse Hoffmann
John Hornacek
Henry Houden
Gratia Maloney
Ryan Murphy
Amol Rajesh
Emelita Rather
Avery Rice-Arnesen
Gabby Sanchez
Sam Shovers
Sam Szotkowski
Isabella Wu
Advisor
Teri Parris Ford

A Note From the Editor

By Idris Boukahil
A large portion of this month’s
Sword and Shield issue has been
dedicated to our late princip al,
Bruce Dahmen. We have
included poems and stories from
the Spartan community about
principal Dahmen’s leadership, his
compassion for students and staff,
and his generosity. His passing
has deeply touched the student
body, even affecting those who
did not personally know him.
There is a noticeable absence in
the hallways and in the morning
announcement , where he would
say his now iconic phrase, “Make
good decisions .” Although he is
no longer with us, his lessons and
values will continue to impact
our community for generations to
come. A scholarship fund will be
established in Bruce Dahmen’s
name with the profits from the
“Dahmenation” T-shirts that
are currently being sold in the
photolab, room 521, for $5.
Seniors should make note that
the end of the year Senior Issue
is coming. Please be aware of the
upcoming surveys and their due
dates. You won’t want to miss out.

Stay Strong
Spartans!

